IMPORTANCE Periodic discharges (PDs) that do not meet seizure criteria, also termed the ictal interictal continuum, are pervasive on electroencephalographic (EEG) recordings after acute brain injury. However, their association with brain homeostasis and the need for clinical intervention remain unknown.
prevalence of PDs ranges in medical and surgical ICU cohorts from 17% to 29% of comatose patients, even after exclusion of patients with neurologic abnormalities. 6, 7 In neurologic ICUs with more liberal use of continuous EEG, prevalence ranges from 17% to as many as 40% of patients. [8] [9] [10] Invasive multimodality monitoring (MMM) in comatose patients with spontaneous subarachnoid hemorrhage (SAH) has revealed that electrographic seizures may be associated with a decrease in partial pressure of oxygen in interstitial brain tissue (PbtO 2 ), metabolic crisis, elevation of intracranial pressure, and a delayed increase in regional cerebral blood flow (CBF). 11, 12 These pathophysiologic changes during seizures are consistent with a large body of work generated across different experimental seizure models. [13] [14] [15] In humans with acute brain injury, electrographic seizure burden worsens clinical outcomes, 16, 17 which in conjunction with the aforementioned physiologic alterations that occur during seizures provide a rationale for treating electrographic seizures. In comparison, the physiological changes of the brain during PDs are poorly understood. Whether PDs are associated with unfavorable brain tissue changes such as metabolic crisis with tissue hypoxia remains unclear. In comatose patients with acute brain injuries, PDs have been interpreted as an epiphenomenon 18 and a harm-causing complication of acute brain injury. 4 In a purely descriptive approach, PDs have been classified as being part of an ictal interictal continuum (IIC), a term that has become widely used. 2, 19 Uncertainty about the significance and underlying pathophysiological changes associated with PDs is reflected in varying local recommendations, with some centers aggressively administering antiseizure medications in response to PD detection and others favoring a watch-and-wait practice.
20,21
Here we test the hypothesis that distinct IIC patterns can be identified and are similar to electrographic seizures in that they cause brain tissue hypoxia and may therefore lead to additional brain injury. We hypothesized that this effect on brain tissue oxygenation was primarily dependent on discharge frequency (higher-frequency discharges causing more metabolic stress that is not compensated for adequately after acute brain injury compared with lower-frequency discharges). In a secondary analysis, we explored the spatial characteristics of discharges (hypothesizing that generalized discharges cause more harm than lateralized ones). To test these hypotheses, we analyzed prospectively collected intracortical (depth) EEG (dEEG) and surface (scalp) EEG (sEEG) recordings with data obtained from MMM (PbtO 2 and regional CBF) in patients with high-grade nontraumatic SAH.
Methods

Study Population
A more detailed description of the study can be found in eMethods 1 in the Supplement. Data were collected as part of the ongoing prospective SAH Outcomes Project study. All patients with poor-grade (Hunt and Hess grades 4-5; range, 1-5, with higher scores indicating greater disease severity 22 ) SAH admitted to the neurologic ICU at Columbia University Medical Center, New York, New York, from June 1, 2006 , to September 1, 2014 , who underwent invasive MMM following an institutional protocol were included in the study. 11, 23 Patients underwent invasive brain monitoring when the Glasgow Coma Score was no higher than 8 (range, 3-15, with higher scores indicating greater wakefulness) at ICU admission and when no anticipated improvement of consciousness, clinical deterioration, and/or death was expected for at least 48 hours. 11 This study was approved by the institutional review board of Columbia University Medical Center. Patient representatives provided written informed consent.
Multimodality Monitoring
According to a previously described institutional protocol, invasive neuromonitoring includes measurements of intracranial pressure, PbtO 2 , regional CBF, and dEEG. 23, 24 Details are available in eMethods 1 of the Supplement and have been published previously. 11 The sEEG recordings were obtained according to the international 10-20 electrode system.
General Management
Medical and surgical management followed the guidelines set forth by the American Heart Association. 
EEG Monitoring and Classification
Continuous EEG recordings were rated after visual inspection by 2 experienced EEG clinicians (J.W. and J.C.) blinded to the clinical course of patients. 11 Rating was performed separately for sEEG and dEEG recordings according to published criteria. 3 Studies performed after the publication of these criteria have shown excellent interrater agreement regarding seizure detection and satisfactory interrater agreement regarding identification of PDs. 31, 32 Therefore, in the present study, classification followed agreement between the 2 primary raters, and in cases of disagreement, the final rating was determined by a third clinician (M.R.) who acted as a tiebreaker.
Classification of PDs
Frequencies were chosen ranging from 0 Hz (no PDs) to a maximum of 2.5 Hz. Periodic discharges of 3.0 Hz or higher were considered seizures by convention. 3 Examples of coded EEG frequencies are shown in Figure 1 . In cases of PDs at different frequencies, the predominant PD frequency for a given minute was chosen. In addition to PDs, the presence or the absence of classified according to criteria set forth by the American Clinical Neurophysiology Society Standardized Critical Care EEG Terminology, 3,31 using the main terms generalized, lateralized, and bilateral independent. Accordingly, for each EEG minute that contained PDs, we code these as unilateral left-or right-sided PDs bilateral independent and generalized PDs after visual inspection. Unilaterality was defined as unilateral or bilateral synchronous (but predominantly unilateral) PDs in a focal, regional, and hemispheric distribution. Bilateral independent PDs included 2 or more independent and bilaterally present PD patterns in focal, regional, or hemispheric distribution. In our study, bilateral independent PDs also included multifocal bilateral asynchronous patterns. Generalized PDs were defined as bilateral, bisynchronous, and symmetric patterns, even when occurring in a restricted field (eg, bifrontal). Triphasic waves were categorized as generalized discharges. 3 
Data Preparation
Data preparation and all analyses were performed using R software (version 3.0.2; R Project). For each of the physiological measures, we defined a filter to remove the most common artifacts, based on clinical knowledge about their onset, time course, and morphologic features. Details on the data filtering process and an example are available in eFigure 1 in the Supplement.
Statistical Analysis
Data were analyzed from September 1, 2014, to May 1, 2016. Data are represented as frequencies, medians (interquartile range), or means (SD). Differences between patient groups were tested using the Mann-Whitney test or the χ 2 test, as appropriate. P < .05 was set as the threshold of statistical significance using a 2-tailed t test. All other statistical analyses were performed using nonparametric bootstrapping, which sampled the median 500 times with replacement, as implemented in the R package "boot." We determined the 2.5% to 97.5% CI for conditions of interest and classified the difference between 2 conditions as significant if their CIs were nonoverlapping. 33 To examine the association of PD frequencies and physiological variables, we chose the 0-Hz condition as a reference. For the purposes of the changepoint analysis, we chose the time from 10 to 5 minutes preceding the PD frequency change as the baseline. Table) , and 114 were excluded, most frequently for anticipated improvement of the Glasgow Coma Score or death within 48 hours. Additional characteristics of the study cohort are described in eMethods 2 in the Supplement. Baseline characteristics of patients included and excluded in the present study were overall comparable (eTable in the Supplement).
Results
Cohort
Data Collection
Seventy-two patients (80%) had sEEG and dEEG recordings; the remaining 18 patients (20%) had sEEG recordings only. The mean (SD) EEG time per patient was 104 (69) hours. Of the 90 patients included in the study, 53 (59%) had PDs on sEEG or dEEG recordings or both. Twenty-one patients (23%) had PDs visible on only dEEG recordings and 32 (36%) had PDs visible on sEEG recordings. Twenty-one patients (23%) had generalized PDs; 21 (23%), right-sided PDs; 15 (17%), left-sided PDs; and 9 (10%), bilateral PDs. Twenty-two patients (24%) had more than 1 type of surface PD (eg, generalized and lateralized PDs). Twenty-nine patients (32%) had lateralized PDs occurring only on 1 side throughout the recording (eg, only left-sided, never right-sided). Twenty-eight patients (31%) had seizures, which were only visible on dEEG recordings in 19 (68%). All but 1 patient with seizures on the sEEG and/ or dEEG recordings also had PDs on sEEG and/or dEEG recordings.
PD Frequency and MMM Variables
The mean durations of single PD episodes in patients who had PDs on dEEG recordings were 1110 minutes for a frequency of 0 Hz, 51 minutes for 0.5 Hz, 14 minutes for 1.0 Hz, 24 minutes Frequencies of PDs on dEEG recordings were correlated with the MMM variables ( Figure 2 ). This analysis was conducted with and without episodes that also fulfilled seizure criteria, which yielded comparable results. Median PbtO 2 ( Figure 2A ) was significantly lower at 14.4 mm Hg for a PD frequency of 2.5 Hz and 14.7 mm Hg for a PD frequency of 3.0 Hz when compared with PbtO 2 at 0 Hz (23.4 mm Hg). Median regional CBF values ( Figure 2B ) were higher at 25.9 mL/100 g/min for a PD frequency of 1.0 Hz, 27.5 mL/100 g/min for a PD frequency of 1.5 Hz, and 34.7 mL/100 g/min for a PD frequency of 2.0 Hz when compared with median regional CBF of 21.0 mL/100 g/min for a PD frequency of 0 Hz, but this difference was not statistically significant. No patient had higher-frequency PDs (>2.0 Hz) and simultaneous regional CBF measurements. Median cerebral perfusion pressure was increased at frequencies higher than 0 Hz and reduced at 3.0 Hz ( Figure 2C ), but neither the initial increase nor the drop at 3.0 Hz reached statistical significance. Intracranial pressure did not appear to systematically change at 9. 
Brain Oxygen at PD-Frequency Change Points
Next we investigated whether the reduction of PbtO 2 ataPD frequency of at least 2.0 Hz (high-frequency periodic discharges on dEEG) could be retraced in the time window surrounding high-frequency PD onset. For this purpose, we included in the analysis all patients with high-frequency PDs and plotted PbtO 2 time courses starting 10 minutes before until 15 minutes after onset of high-frequency PDs ( Figure 3) . 11 Highfrequency PD onsets that were preceded by a lower PD frequency were included if the change in frequency was 1.0 Hz or greater (eg, increase from 1.5 to 2.5 Hz, but not from 1.5 to 2.0 Hz). We found that PbtO 2 values began to decrease approximately 5 minutes before the onset of high-frequency PDs.
Bootstrapping revealed significant reductions of PbtO 2 in the 5-to 10-minute window after high-frequency PD onset compared with PbtO 2 5 to 10 minutes before the episodes.
PbtO 2 and Distribution of PDs on sEEG
Regardless of anatomical distribution, PbtO 2 was lower at high PD frequencies ( Figure 4A) . To explore the association of anatomical localization of PDs on sEEG and PbtO 2 values, we combined lateralized (right-and left-sided) PDs and generalized and bilateral PD distributions, respectively ( Figure 4B and C). Lowfrequency (0.5-1. 
Discussion
This study is the first, to our knowledge, in humans to anchor PDs in a framework of real-time brain physiological changes using sEEG and dEEG recordings in combination with invasive monitoring of PbtO 2 and regional CBF. By analyzing a large annotated EEG data set, the present study establishes the discharge frequency as the fundamental characteristic that allows discrimination between potentially harmful and likely benign PDs. Our findings suggest a PD frequency range of compensated brain metabolism where elevated CBF sufficiently matches the increased oxygen demand (0.5-2.0 Hz) and a higher PD frequency range (>2.0 Hz) of metabolic decompensation where brain oxygen levels decrease, indicating tissue hypoxia. Brain physiological changes above this decompensation threshold resemble those seen in seizures, with the clinical implication that high-frequency PDs after acute brain injury may be interpreted and managed as seizures.
Findings on dEEG Recordings
The hypothesis of a decompensation threshold is supported by 2 findings. First, brain tissue oxygen levels decrease at high PD frequencies with a critical threshold of greater than 2 per second. Second, local CBF and cerebral perfusion pressure as an indicator of global brain perfusion increase with all PDs but do not increase further with frequencies above 2.0 Hz per second, suggesting a compensatory perfusion response with a limit. We found a close temporal association between the onset of high-frequency PDs and the reduction of PbtO 2 . This finding suggests a possible causal association between highfrequency PDs and interstitial brain oxygen reduction. Interestingly, we found a decrease in brain tissue oxygenation preceding PD frequency changes that, although statistically nonsignificant, raises the possibility that the electrographic changes could be reflecting rather than causing metabolic breakdown. A conceivable scenario is that brief episodes of hypoxia trigger PDs, which in turn perpetuate a hypermetabolic state and thus hypoxia, resulting in a vicious cycle between hypoxia and PDs. However, the electrographic changes may be purely secondary, with further investigation needed to determine whether they cause additional hypermetabolic and hypoxic changes.
Certainly, whether PDs are the cause or the effect of tissue hypoxia cannot be sufficiently addressed using this exploratory study design. The alterations of brain tissue physiological changes seen with the onset of high-frequency PDs, including the oxygen decrease that precedes high-frequency PDs, are congruent with the physiological changes seen in electrographic seizures.
11
During seizures, tissue deoxygenation is common, may precede the onset of spontaneous seizure activity, and is often reversible after cessation of seizures.
34-37 However, seizures-unlike PDs- have more convincingly been shown to worsen clinical outcome, 16 ,17 which provides a rationale to treat seizures, although the underlying pathophysiological changes may not be completely understood. Whether treatment of high-frequency PDs is beneficial remains speculative at this point, and indeed controversy remains regarding whether and how to treat EEG seizure patterns in this setting. Future interventional trials targeting high-frequency PDs or interventions aimed at underlying conditions leading to PDs may advance our understanding further. 38,39 Based on our study results alone, we are not in a position to recommend changing treatment of PDs. Our study may rather suggest that the injury potential of high-frequency PDs should be investigated and possibly be a target for clinical trials investigating the benefits of treatment. With respect to terminology, the physiological resemblance of high-frequency PDs and seizures provides some support to consider recategorization of some of the patterns within the IIC based on PD frequency. Notably, in the present study, we were careful to exclude not only classic seizures but also very high-frequency PDs (3 per second or more) because these have been categorized as seizures previously. 1, 3 Including these patterns in the analysis only strengthened the observations. Our study does not establish whether PDs influence clinical outcome. However, because PDs are very common EEG phenomena in acute brain injury, we need to clarify their physiological significance before embarking on large randomized clinical trials on PDs or electrographic seizures. We must know whether certain types of PDs have to be regarded as seizures. Failure to correctly differentiate between benign and malignant EEG patterns is bound to confound study results and may lead to type II errors.
Findings on sEEG Recordings
Findings on sEEG recordings were consistent with the findings on dEEG recordings; however, they largely remained descriptive and statistically nonsignificant. The lack of statistical power likely reflects the relatively lower prevalence of PDs, and in particular fewer high-frequency PDs, detected with sEEG recordings in comparison with dEEG recordings. Although virtually all patients with PDs on sEEG recordings had a correlate on dEEG recordings, almost one-quarter of patients with PDs on dEEG recordings had no correlate on sEEG recordings. This lack of power forced us to use a lower frequency cutoff to qualify for high-frequency PDs (>1.5 Hz). Again, lower PbtO 2 was seen with higher-frequency PDs compared with lower frequencies. Low-frequency PDs were only associated with brain tissue hypoxia when discharges were generalized, whereas PbtO 2 drops were seen for generalized and lateralized PDs at higher frequencies. These sEEG data suggest that the damaging effect of PDs may be based on an interaction between the frequency and spatial distribution of the discharges. However, these preliminary surface EEG observations need to be replicated in a larger data set. Statistically robust reproduction of our dEEG results using sEEG data would be particularly interesting from a clinical standpoint, because centers increasingly have access to sEEG, whereas the use of dEEG remains limited to a few highly specialized centers.
Triphasic waves were categorized as generalized PDs according to recent guidelines, which may have systematically influenced our analysis on sEEG PDs. 3 However, in our data set, we did not observe any triphasic waves at frequencies of greater than 2.0 Hz, and the ones at a frequency of 2.0 Hz were rare. Our study results do not clearly demonstrate a role for sEEG recordings in the detection of PDs. Regarding feasibility and safety, generating more sEEG data in various patient populations will be nonproblematic. Depth EEG recordings, on the other hand, despite having a similar safety profile as other MMM techniques, will likely remain restricted to patients with severe neurologic illness in whom the risk-benefit ratio of intracortical electrode insertion is ethically justifiable.
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Pathophysiological Changes Associated With PDs
Although association studies in critically ill patients have linked the occurrence of PDs to the occurrence of nonconvulsive seizures and status epilepticus, 41,42 as well as increased mortality and worse functional outcome, 43,44 few studies explored pathophysiological changes associated with PDs. Differences in the PD patterns studied and varying definitions may explain some of the inconsistencies of the reported findings. For these reasons, we strictly adhered to the research terminology as defined by the American Clinical Neurophysiology Society that is not only widely used for research but is increasingly used for clinical purposes. 
Limitations
We studied patients with SAH who had a high burden of brain injury and were selected to undergo invasive brain monitoring, which may reflect on the generalizability of the results. A selection bias analysis among patients with high-grade SAH was conducted and revealed no major differences between patients selected to undergo MMM compared with those who were eligible but not selected. The fact that all cohort patients were gravely ill and limited in number entailed that analyses investigating associations between PDs and clinical outcomes were bound to lack statistical power. At 3 months of follow-up, 36 of our patients (40%) were dead and 20 (22%) had a modified Rankin Scale score of 5 (range, 0 [no symptoms] to 6 [death]). A comparison between patients with unfavorable (modified Rankin Scale score, 4-6) and favorable (modified Rankin Scale score, 0-3) outcomes showed only a significant difference in admission Hunt and Hess scores between both groups, but did not show differences in other wellestablished predictors of outcome in patients with SAH (ie, Acute Physiology and Chronic Health Evaluation II score, aneurysmal rebleeding, patient age) or in the prevalence of high-frequency PDs, which illustrates the lack of statistical power. Future studies are needed to test whether high-frequency PDs influence clinical outcomes and whether interventions targeting highfrequency PDs may improve outcomes.
An inherent limitation of most research in human participants, in contrast to research in animal models, is that injury patterns are not standardized and that experimental conditions are poorly controlled. In particular, the interaction between highfrequency PDs and hypoxia may become more conclusive if studied in animal models. Causality can also be explored using causal inference methods, but are challenging to explore in data sets with low-frequency events such as transitions between low-and highfrequency PDs. 50 The difficulties of standardized PD detection and classification by visual diagnosis have been pointed out previously.
31,33
The length of EEG recordings in our cohort varied depending on clinical necessity, and 20% of our cohort did not undergo dEEG recordings. Furthermore, brain-blood flow measures are technically challenging, leading to limited regional CBF data with many recording breaks. This situation is reflected in the fact that no simultaneous regional CBF recordings and high-frequency PDs were available in our data set. Moreover, we did not include information on medication data, which may affect EEG patterns. At our institution, patients with high-grade SAH routinely receive intravenous phenytoin during the first week after admission, which is not standard at other institutions. Generalizations to other acute brain injuries such as traumatic brain injury should be made with caution because pathophysiological background changes associated with this primary injury may determine the interaction between PDs and the measured brain physiological features. The fact that findings on dEEG recordings could not clearly be reproduced using sEEG recordings impedes the immediate clinical applicability of our study results because most centers do not routinely use intracortical EEG technology. Despite these limitations, our study provides a starting point for prospective trials in which potential confounders can be controlled.
Conclusions
Our study suggests that PDs, which largely constitute EEG patterns of unclear significance, are associated with frequencydependent changes of the underlying brain tissue physiology in patients with acute brain injury. We describe a frequency threshold above which physiological changes resemble those seen during electrographic seizures, such as increased regional CBF and decreased brain tissue oxygenation. This finding redefines the distinction between seizures and PDs. Our study provides a rationale to conduct prospective interventional trials to test the hypotheses that patients with PD frequencies of more than 2 per second benefit from antiseizure medication and that lowfrequency PDs may not exert harmful effects on brain tissue. Role of the Funder/Sponsor: The funding sources had no role in the design and conduct of the study; collection, management, analysis, or interpretation of the data; preparation, review, or approval of the manuscript; and decision to submit the manuscript for publication. 
